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Abstract
How do individuals resolve conflicts over resources? One way is to share resources, which is possible between known
individuals, with the use of sanctions on free riders or by partner selection. Another way is for anonymous individuals to respect
the finders' ownership of resources based on asymmetry and avoid conflicts over resources. This study elucidates the
conditions under which anonymous individuals share resources with each other irrespective of their asymmetry with regard to
resources. High resource values inhibit anonymous individuals from sharing resources; however, small cumulative values and
local distributions let anonymous individuals share the resources. Punishment of the richest individuals also supports resource
sharing. These conditions may represent resource sharing among anonymous individuals in periods of great disasters and may
be the origin of the practice of exchange in prehistoric times.
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Introduction
1.1

The classical study of the social order is founded on the question of how individuals were able to avoid the struggle for resources
and instead share them with each other. Theoretically, individuals would rarely share resources as those who expel opponents
and monopolize all resources should gain more. All individual relations would then escalate into a battle for resources,
represented as "the war of all against all." Previous studies have tried to elucidate the conditions under which individuals would
nevertheless share resources and avoid battles.

1.2

Studies of the social-dilemma (SD) game have attempted to find conditions under which individuals select cooperation rather
than conflict. We can infer the necessary conditions for resource sharing from these studies because, mathematically, to
cooperate is the same as to share resources, in the sense that givers decrease their profits and increase those of their
opponents. Classical studies of the SD game suggest that individuals must know each other to maintain the norm of resource
sharing; individuals administer sanctions to exclude free riders who do not follow the resource-sharing rule. The monitoring of free
riders is possible through repeated interactions among opponents (Axelrod 1984), a fixed network among individuals (Nowak &
May 1992; Killingback & Doebeli 1996; Axelrod et al. 2002; Santos & Pacheco 2005), and the existence of reputation among
individuals (Raub & Weesie 1990; Nowak & Sigmund 1998; Janssen 2006; Ohtsuki et al. 2009). Individuals may select reliable
opponents for committed partnership and produce spontaneous social networks, which also promote the norm of resource
sharing (Eguiluz et al. 2005; Back & Flache 2006; Nakai & Muto 2008; Bravo et al. 2012).

1.3

Anonymous individuals may indirectly share resources with each other using the convention of ownership or the norm of property
rights, in which intruders always allow owners to prevail in resource contests. Studies of the game "Hawk–Dove–Bourgeois"
(HDB) have analyzed the conditions under which individuals build the convention of ownership or the Evolutionary Stable
Strategy (ESS) of the Bourgeois strategy. In the HDB game, Hawks and Bourgeois dominate the population when resource
values are higher or lower than the cost of a fatal battle, respectively. The necessary conditions for the ESS of the Bourgeois
strategy are asymmetric access to resources between individuals and a higher-cost struggle than the corresponding benefit of
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gaining resources (Maynard-Smith & Parker 1976). Succeeding studies have shown that the conventions of ownership are more
likely to be stable if we assume the following: differences in resource-holding potential (Kokko et al. 2006), the endowment effect
(Gintis 2007), high population density ( Horiuchi 2008), and the coevolution of property rights and farming during the Holocene
(Bowles & Choi 2013). Individuals have 50:50 chances of becoming an owner or an invader and thereby gaining the resources.
Therefore, the convention of ownership indirectly allows anonymous individuals to share resources in turn, as long as an
asymmetric access to resources is implied.
1.4

Accordingly, previous studies indicate that individuals can share resources in two ways: (1) If individuals know each other, they
share resources directly using the mechanisms of sanctions on free riders or partner selection; and (2) if individuals are
anonymous to each other, they share resources indirectly using the convention of ownership with the aid of asymmetric access.
However, the problem is whether anonymous individuals can directly share resources with each other. Some studies suggest the
possibility of resource sharing among anonymous individuals, but this is only possible owing to their ability to trust others, having
grown up among known individuals (Macy & Skvoretz 1998; Macy & Sato 2002), or information denoting trustworthiness
transmitted between their groups (Masuda 2005). Some studies show the ESS of the Dove strategy among anonymous
individuals, assuming diminishing returns of resources (Foster 2004; Nettle et al. 2011), but they do not include the Bourgeois
strategy in this model. Horiuchi (2012) shows the possibility of Dove domination in the population, adding a fourth strategy—
Association—which punishes opponents who do not share resources in the classical HDB game. Doves may dominate the
population only by coexisting with Associations who punish Hawks or Bourgeois. A population dominated by Dove and
Association strategies is not stable; it is occasionally invaded by Hawk or Bourgeois strategies. Accordingly, previous studies
have not found the conditions under which anonymous individuals can directly share resources with each other, or the ESS of the
Dove strategy in the HDB game.

1.5

However, we should note that anonymous individuals often share resources with each other, particularly, in extreme conditions
such as during and after great disasters (Solnit 2010). They often share resources directly and help one another. Recovery after
disasters, or resilience, may actually depend on embedded social capital or an existing dense network among individuals (Aldrich
2012). However, we should also note earlier resource sharing among anonymous individuals before the start of the recovery,
which may not depend on a dense network. The question to be considered is why anonymous individuals are sometimes able to
share resources directly irrespective of asymmetric resource access. We may say that sites of great disasters are exceptional
cases—or can we hope for the possibility of resource sharing among anonymous individuals under some other conditions?
During great disasters, accompanying environmental conditions may allow anonymous individuals to directly share resources
with each other. To test this hypothesis, we need a mathematical study to test the effects of multiple parameters in computational
space.

The simulation model
2.1

To elucidate the environmental conditions that promote Dove domination among anonymous agents (individuals), this study
builds an agent-based model (ABM). In a computational space, the ABM assumes N agents, each of whom adopts one of three
strategies, namely Hawk (H), Dove (D), or Bourgeois (B). At the initial condition, agents are assumed to have taken one of the
three strategies randomly; on average, N/3 agents take each strategy. Agents struggle for resources in a one-dimensional space.
The range of the space within which agents are randomly distributed is ( − L, L).

2.2

Resource Appearance is structured as follows. Resources appear in one-dimensional space. The coordinate point x of each
resource is given at each time by the equation x = Ae − qB. The probability functions A and B are independent from each other and
have the range of values −L < A < L and 0 < B < 1, respectively, and the range of the parameter q is q ≥ 0. The range of x is thus
−L < x < L. The index q represents the likelihood of the resources to appear at the center of the space. For smaller values ofq,
resources are more likely to appear randomly within the space. For larger values of q, resources are more likely to appear at the
center of the space. In extraordinary conditions, such as at great disasters, resources should appear in limited areas, thus, high
values of q should be expected.
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Figure 1. Algorithm of Resource Struggle. Randomly, mf individuals are selected. Among them, the individual nearest to the
resource becomes the Finder. Another individual is selected as the Intruder. She approaches the resource, suffering travel cost.
The struggle of these two is represented in Table 1.
2.3

Figure 1 illustrates the resource-struggle step. After the appearance of a resource on the line, mf agents are randomly selected (
0 < mf < N); the agent nearest to the resource becomes the finder. For larger values of mf , a larger number of agents have likely
access to the resource, but only the agent who is most proximate to the resource becomes the finder. Another agent is randomly
selected as an intruder among N agents independent from the resource finder. After the finder and intruder are decided, the two
struggle for the resource. The intruder is assumed to suffer travel cost ct , times the distance between herself and the resource d,
or ct ⋅ d, if she gains the resources and brings it back to her residential area (ct < 0, 0 < d < 2L). In extraordinary conditions, such
as great disasters, many agents should seek for resources among a limited supply, thus, high values of mf and low values of ct
are expected. The two steps of resource appearance and resource struggle are sequentially repeated N times; thus, on average,
each agent is involved twice in resource struggles.

2.4

The struggle follows one of 18 patterns based on the agents' strategies and asymmetries of resource finder/intruder (Table 1).
The payoff of agents depends on the resources gained (∑ ν), the fatal conflicts they are involved in ( ∑ cf ), and the travel costs in
returning their resources to their residential area ( ∑ ct d), summed over N iterations. The payoff for the agent is
P = ( ∑ ν) w − ∑ cf − ∑ ct d. The values of ν, cf , and w represent the resource value, struggle cost, and diminishing effect of cumulative
resource value, respectively. In extraordinary conditions, such as great disasters, necessary resources such as food or water will
be limited and cannot be accumulated. Accordingly, high values of ν and low values of w are expected if we assume the value cf
to be fixed.
Table 1: Payoff of row strategy against column strategy. The first element represents the payoff when
the individual is the finder and the second, the intruder.
H

D

B

H

(ν − cf ) /2
(ν − cf ) /2 − ct d

ν
ν − ct d

ν
(ν − cf ) /2 − ct d

D

0
0

ν /2
ν /2 − ct d

ν /2
0

B

(ν − cf ) /2

ν
ν /2 − ct d

ν
0

0

2.5

The step of the strategy update goes as follows. Select an agent j randomly. Furthermore, check ms agents (0 < ms < N) for their
profits and strategy, independently from the selected agent j. Agent j changes her strategy to that of the agent who acquires the
highest profit among ms agents if his profit is higher than hers.

2.6

After the step of social learning, mutation may occur. The probability of mutation is 0.01. If mutation occurs with that probability,
one agent is selected at random among all agents. For each agent, the probability of being selected is therefore 0.01/N per turn.
The strategy of the selected agent randomly changes to another of the three strategies. Otherwise, or with a probability of 0.99,
mutation does not occur and no agents change their strategies.
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2.7

2.8

One turn comprises N iterations of the steps of sequential resource appearance and resource struggle, followed by the steps of
strategy update and mutation. The present ABM iterates the turns T times and tests to see which strategy dominates the
population for the given values of the independent parameters. The pseudocode appears in the Appendix.
The ABM changes several independent parameters to check the results. As higher values of mf or ms mean that individuals
interact more frequently with each other, the model sets the value m, which is equal to mf and ms for simplicity, as an index of
interaction among agents. In the model, values are set as L = 10, N = 100, and cf = 1. The ABM changes the values of the other
independent parameters ν, ct , q, w, and m to test how resource values, travel cost, resource distribution, diminishing returns of
resources, and interaction among agents, respectively affect results.

Results
3.1

Figure 2 shows the results of one-shot simulations in 100,000 iterations of turns for several values of the independent parameter
sets. In the simulations, ct = 0 and m = 20. When the value of q is 0 and that of w is 1, the simulation is almost identical to the
classical HDB game. Hawks and Bourgeois dominate the population when ν < 1 (ν > cf ) and ν < 1 (ν < cf ), respectively (Figs. 2a–
b), which follows the prediction of classical studies.

3.2

When the value of q is high and that of w is low, however, the simulation becomes entirely different from the classical HDB game
(Figs. 2c–d). Doves dominate the population at earlier times, which would not be expected according to classical studies.
However, Bourgeois dominate the population at later times. Although the two figures assume different values of ν (ν > 1 and ν < 1
in Figs. 2c and d, respectively), they suggest little effect of variation in ν on the results.

Figure 2. The number of individuals following each strategy. The red, blue, and gray curves, respectively, represent the number
of individuals following the Hawk, Dove, and Bourgeois strategies (0 < t < 100, 000). (a) (ν, ct , w, q, m) = (2, 0, 1, 0, 20), (b)
(ν, ct , w, q, m) = (0.5, 0, 1, 0, 20), (c) (ν, ct , w, q, m) = (2, 0, 0.1, 100, 20), and (d) (ν, ct , w, q, m) = (0.5, 0, 0.1, 100, 20).
3.3

As independent parameters do not change during the simulations, we can compare the Gini coefficient between two periods,
namely when Doves dominate the population and when Bourgeois dominate the population, during the simulation represented by
Figs. 2c and d. In the simulation represented by Fig. 2c, the Gini coefficient is 0.11 when Doves dominate the population (
3, 000 < t < 14, 000) and 0.79 when Bourgeois dominate the population (15, 000 < t < 100, 000). In the simulation represented by
Fig. 2d, the Gini coefficient is 0.11 when Doves dominate the population (1, 000 < t < 11, 000) and 0.77 when Bourgeois dominate
the population (14, 000 < t < 100, 000).

3.4

Furthermore, we compare the frequency of struggles involving fatal costs between the two periods. In the simulation represented
by Fig. 2c, the frequency is 1.19 when Doves dominate the population (3, 000 < t < 14, 000) and 0.56 when Bourgeois dominate
the population (15, 000 < t < 100, 000). In the simulation represented by Fig. 2d, the frequency is 0.54 when Doves dominate the
population (1, 000 < t < 11, 000) and 0.60 when Bourgeois dominate the population (14, 000 < t < 100, 000).
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3.5

To grasp the conditions that promote Dove domination in the population, we ran a multiple regression model using data from
1,000 simulations. The independent parameters (ν, ct , w, m, and log10q) were prepared randomly with a uniform distribution; the
ranges are 0 < ν < 4, 0 < ct < 0.5, 0 < w < 1, 0 < m < 50, and −1 < log10q < 3, respectively. The dependent parameter is the number
of Dove and Bourgeois at times (a) t = 102 , (b) t = 103 , (c) t = 104 , and (d) t = 105 . The table indicates that values of q (log10q) and
m have positive effects, whereas the value of w has negative effects on the domination of Doves throughout the four time steps.
The value of ν has negative effects earlier, but no effects later, on the domination of Doves. The value of ct has no effects on the
domination of Doves throughout the four time steps. Doves are less likely to dominate the population at later times. The table also
indicates that the value of q (log10q) has a negative effect on the domination of Bourgeois throughout the four time steps. The
value of w has positive effects earlier, but no effects later, on the domination of Bourgeois. The values of ν and m have no effects
earlier, but negative effects later, on the domination of Bourgeois. The value of ct has no effects on the domination of Bourgeois
throughout the four time steps. Bourgeois are more likely to dominate the population at later times.
Table 2: The results of a multiple regression analysis of data from 1,000 simulations. The dependent
parameter is # Doves and # Bourgeois. The table shows the average number of Doves and Bourgeois
and beta coefficients of each independent parameter on the dependent parameter and their standard
deviation. Moreover, the table shows R2 values of multiple regression analysis. (a) t = 102 . (b) t = 103 .
(c) t = 104 . (d) t = 105 . *P < 0.05. **P < 0.01. ***P < 0.001.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

# Doves

36.9

39.2

17.8

4.8

ν

−0.078***

−0.153***

−0.047

−0.018

ct

0.010

0.015

−0.036

0.011

w

−0.155***

−0.315***

−0.187***

−0.080***

m

0.024*

0.142***

0.155***

0.120***

log10q

0.359***

0.806***

0.433***

0.110***

SD

0.012

0.029

0.029

0.017

R2

0.544***

0.486***

0.227***

0.100***

# Bourgeois

35.4

54.0

78.6

92.3

ν

0.014

0.017

−0.034

−0.076***

ct

0.004

0.003

0.040

0.003

w

0.055***

0.152***

0.080**

−0.013

m

−0.013

−0.058*

−0.106***

−0.105***

log10q

−0.263***

−0.731***

−0.391***

−0.103***

SD

0.011

0.152

0.028

0.018

R2

0.390***

0.417***

0.178***

0.072***
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Figure 3. The ratio of Doves (Blue), Hawks (Red), and Bourgeois (Green) at each (w, log10q) by 10 simulations. The figure sets
(ν, m) = (0.5, 10). (a) t = 102. (b) t = 103. (c) t = 104. (d) t = 105.
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Figure 4. The ratio of Doves (Blue), Hawks (Red), and Bourgeois (Green) at each (w, log10q) by 10 simulations. The figure sets
(ν, m) = (2, 10). (a) t = 102. (b) t = 103. (c) t = 104. (d) t = 105.
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Figure 5. The ratio of Doves (Blue), Hawks (Red), and Bourgeois (Green) at each (w, log10q) by 10 simulations. The figure sets
(ν, m) = (0.5, 50). (a) t = 102. (b) t = 103. (c) t = 104. (d) t = 105.
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Figure 6. The ratio of Doves (Blue), Hawks (Red), and Bourgeois (Green) at each (w, log10q) by 10 simulations. The figure sets
(ν, m) = (2, 50). (a) t = 102. (b) t = 103. (c) t = 104. (d) t = 105.
3.6

Figures 3–6 indicate the effects of w and log10q on Dove or Bourgeois domination for each set of (ν, m). The set of w and log10q
in each figure is (0.1, 0.2, …, 1.0) and ( − 1.5, − 1.0, …, 3.0), respectively. At each parameter set, we ran 10 simulations indicating
the ratio of Dove, Hawk, and Bourgeois at each time step: (a) t = 102 , (b) t = 103 , (c) t = 104 , (d) t = 105 . These figures set the value
(ν, m) to be (0.5, 10), (2, 10), (0.5, 50), and (2, 50), respectively. Doves are likely to dominate the population when the value ofw
is small and the value of q is large. Bourgeois are likely to dominate the population when the value ofw is large or the value of q is
large. At later times, Bourgeois are more likely to dominate the population, expelling Doves at any parameter sets. Hawks may
dominate the population when the values of ν and w are large and the value of q is small.

3.7

Thus, the present ABM shows the possibility of Doves domination in the population. Table 3 summarizes conditions in which
Doves, Hawks, or Bourgeois dominate the population.
Table 3: The conditions in which Doves, Hawks, or Bourgeois dominate the population.
Domination Parameters

Conditions

Doves

small w and large q
/small ν/large m

Many individuals struggle for invaluable and noncumulative
resources that appear at restricted areas.

Hawks

large ν/large w/small q Individuals struggle for valuable and cumulative resources that
appear anyplace.

Bourgeois small q or large w
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/18/4/7.html
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/small ν/small m

that appear anyplace.

Discussion
4.1

In the present ABM, Doves may dominate the population when the value of ν is small, which is contrasted with the domination of
Bourgeois in the classical HDB model. More significantly, when the value of w is small, the value of m is large, and the value of q
is large, Doves are more likely to dominate the population. Thus, the norm of resource sharing appeared among anonymous
individuals, superseding the norm of property rights, and we must consider the question why Doves dominate the population in
these conditions?

4.2

The reasons are as follows. The agent who is located closest to the center always becomes the finder when the value of q is
large. She engages in struggles for resources against many intruders. If values of ν and w are large, she still benefits by
excluding intruders, even at the cost of an injury. If values of ν and w are small, by contrast, she would benefit from sharing
resources with intruders and avoiding fatal battles. However, the finder gains the highest profits, because she still gains nearly
half of the resources. Thus, the results predict that if resources appear in a locally restricted area and the cumulative value of
resources is small, then anonymous individuals are likely to share resources irrespective of the provision of asymmetric access.
When Doves dominate the population, individuals can more equally gain resources and the value of the Gini coefficient is low,
although these individuals may be more frequently involved in fatal battles compared with times when Bourgeois dominate the
population. Increase in interaction among individuals, represented by large values of m, also promote Dove domination as many
attacks by Hawks may hinder the evolution of the Bourgeois.

4.3

The ABM also predicts that as time passes, Bourgeois are more likely to dominate the population for small values of ν and w, as
with the domination of the Dove strategy. Although most individuals cannot gain resources as long as they adopt the Bourgeois
strategy, represented by a high Gini coefficient value, Bourgeois still dominate the population. That is because most individuals
will follow the strategy of the richest Bourgeois, who are nearest to the center of the world and most likely to be resource finders.

4.4

The reason why Bourgeois dominate the population later in the simulation is as follows. In earlier times, the population included
many Hawks, who often attacked the richest individual around the center of the world. At that time, Bourgeois were not able to
dominate the population as the richest individual following the Bourgeois strategy would suffer many attacks from Hawks. After
Doves dominate the population and few Hawks exist, Bourgeois are able to dominate the population as the richest individual
following the Bourgeois strategy will rarely suffer attacks from Hawks. In other words, we may expect some Hawks to be
punishers (Farjam et al. 2015); Hawks, playing the role of the punishers, may collapse the domination of the Bourgeois and
generate equality among individuals.

4.5

In extraordinary conditions, such as great disasters, individuals should move away from destroyed areas for safety. They face
conditions of large values of v, small values of w, large values of q, and large values of m. The model certainly shows that small
values of w, large values of q, and large values of m promote the domination of Dove individuals in the population. Large values of
ν, however, inhibit Dove domination in the present model. However, we should also note that ν has weaker effects on Dove
inhibition as long as the value of w is small and the value of m is large. Thus, the present model illustrates why many individuals
share resources with each other in extraordinary conditions. Furthermore, it indicates that as time passes, individuals rarely
share resources with each other, becoming more dominated by Bourgeois strategies. Thus, the usual social order, represented
by the convention of ownership or the norm of property rights, returns.

4.6

The results suggest that anonymous individuals may share resources with each other in the general case and not only in
exceptional cases such as great disasters. During prehistoric times, some individuals visited places that had locally abundant
resources, and these places were probably inhabited by other groups (Specht et al. 1988; Glascock et al. 2011). Residents may
not have been motivated to exclude visitors and monopolize resources as resources exceeded residents' needs. Present hunter–
gatherers have also been found to minimize the value of their resources when welcoming strangers (Woodburn 1982). Therefore,
small values of w together with large values of q, negating the effects of the large values of ν, may fit experimental data gained
from archeology and anthropology. One may say that hunter–gatherers might have been acquainted with each other, engaging
only in reciprocal exchange. When they encountered each other, however, they would have begun sharing resources with each
other; otherwise, they would not have become acquainted.

4.7

The ABM has limitations due to the simplicity of its assumptions. For instance, if the Hawk–Dove game assumes an asymmetric
resource-holding potential among individuals or increasing returns with respect to the size and value of a resource, individuals
may not readily share resources (Mesterton-Gibbons & Sherratt 2012). More seriously, the present ABM assumes that the
strategy update follows the rule of social learning. These assumptions follow the classical assumptions of ABM studies. However,
updating the rules of specific strategies may affect ABM results (Roca et al. 2012). Further research is needed to clarify this
point.

4.8

ABM studies are able to clearly reproduce the process from extraordinary conditions to recovery or from disturbance at the initial
condition to equilibrium. The present model shows that Bourgeois dominate the population at later times or at equilibrium,
expelling Doves and Hawks, even if values of q and w are small and the value of m is large. In that sense, the present model is
not new as long as we focus on the results at equilibrium. However, we should also note the possibility that Doves may dominate
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the population when the system is still far from equilibrium, which fits well with extraordinary conditions such as times of great
disasters. Furthermore, the present ABM creates a continuous space wherein multiple agents interact. This continuous space
can simulate local distribution of resources well, a situation only poorly treated by analytical studies. Thus, ABM studies can be
expected to be developed by including the idea of continuous space in the disciplines of social sciences. In that sense, ABM
studies should be further developed as they may be able to predict surprising effects that are only poorly reproduced by
analytical studies or intuition.
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Appendix: Pseudocode of the core program
begin simulation
for each simulation
initialize parameters and agents
for each turn
for each struggle (N/2 times)
generate a resource R by the function Ae -qB
select the Finder among m agents
select the Intruder among all agents
Finder and Intruder do struggles
end for
calculate payoffs of all agents
an random agent updates its strategy
an random agent mutates its strategy if p_mutation < 0.01
end for
end for
show results
end simulation
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